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Atlsrrl{A(~'I': ;\ plan;,r:{ Of quadr iv" surfac(' ran hp fit Lo a segment of range data in a

locally opt.i mul s('ns(' by s('h,(·ting tll(' miniunuu f'ig;ensolution of a scatter matrix for that
segment. We ohl.aiu a ~I()bally opt.im al fit, hy perturbing the local eigensystems with
constraints fpflt'("Ling r('laLioJls an)Ollg t.lu: corresponding primitives of a model. These
pairwise relations dl'fillt' a view-invariant description of Lh« model. For segments
containing a few h uu d rc-d pixels, the resulting, perturbation is small enough to justify a

linear Lreatmcnl. of t.ho coupled system. From this globally optimal lit, we determine the
pOSP of t.hv ohjpct algehraically.

I , Introd u ct.lo n

In structural i m.u;« 1I1Id<'rsiandillJ.!., a rig;id object is imagined to be constructed of

prirnitivos rigidly rela«'d to eltch ol.h«r , 'I'h« ('dgcs of' wircfrarnc models of polyhedra or

*the faces of quadric polylJ(\dra nrr- ('xaITlpl<'s. These pr imitivcs are chosen so that

inst.auccs of t.hr-m (';11) IH' idc-ut.ifir-d in all illlag(' by low level, data driven, bottom up

image processing LpchniqlJ('s. These illsLalH'ps are called segmen ts. After such a segmen-

sal.isl'actor i Iy, Lhf' objvr t is said to he iclc-n Li fi(,d.

'1'1](' pose 01' all illlag('d objr-r l. may \)(' LhollghL 01' as t,lw rigid mol.ion which CiUTIPS

th« modo I 01' t.h« obj ('('1. 1'1'0 III i t.s s LaII dard dis pia("(' II J('1I1. a.n dol' i('11 l.al.ion to the obsr-rvr-d

WI.' define :\ qlJaorw pol.vhl.drllll 1.0 1)1' .\ hllllll<!l·d sldid (Ih.l(lct WhOSf' surf'ac« can be rr-g arded as a finite ~('t. of

quadric soc trons.
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values of position. J~('('atJs(' of 1I01SE' and IH'('atiSe of local symmetries, the pose of an

imaged object is a "glohal" property. IL d('IH~llds on all the segruen ts comprising the

imaged object, on the cor rospondr-nces lx-l.wocn Hcgrneots and model primitives, and on

the propert.ies of those pr imil.i vos and l.hr- rolut.ions among them. On the other extreme, a

"local" value or dr-r ision :~ is OIH' that is has(,d only on the fit, parameters of one segment"

independent of all ot.lu-r spgllleJ1 Ls. 1\II plane-s, for example, are locally indistinguishnblc

(except perhaps for bou udary sha~)(', which is not invariant under occlusion), as are a.1I

spheres of idplltical radius. T'hexo l.wo pxtr('I1I(~H suggest the definition of "in termed iate "

properties or decisions as thos(' that dppend 011 some proper subset of all the segments.

Faugeras, Ayachc, and It'a,vprjon6 nsod intermediate estimates of the pose (which

they call "partial posi Lioni JIg") to ('onsLrai II rigid object recognition in range imagery. In

the search for correspoudr-ncos npt,wePTl ~f'gIlH~nts and primitives, they realized enormous

computational savings hy immediately rp.iP('t,in~ any hypothesized correspondence that,

was inconsisten t with l.h« ohj('('t, pos« ('sf,illlaf,('d from currently unrejected hypotheses.

Hnmich and ()(' I"i~u('ir('dol 111:1.<1<' ximilur obscrval.ions in Lho analysis of luminance irnagos

of polyhedra. Without 1,1)(, usC' of pose or SOf1H' ol.her constraint such as adjacency, the

determination of correspondences requires a worst case time that is factorial in the

nurnber of locally indisl.inguishablc segrncu ts. Adjacency provides a means of distinguish

ing such congruent seg;IlH~I1f,s on t,hp ha~is of some neighhorhood of that segment. PORP

provides a [stronger] mea.ns of' d ist.ingu ish ing ("()n~r1Jpn L segrnen ts on the basis of any pro

viously identified spgnu'nf, or Lhp ri~jd ohj('('f. Irotn anywhere in the' imago.
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As we showed:! ill all parliN thl'Ol"Y papor , intermediate estimates of the pose can do

more than evaluate hy pot.lu-Liral ('orrp;-,;polld(\Il<'PS. A current estimate of the pose can be

used to predict consistou]. correspoudoncos: WhPfl a set of correspondences is sufficient to

uniquely specify tJU\ pose (even if it, is slightly incor-rect due to noise), the location of some

currently unmatclu-d pr imit.ivc can be mapped from model space back into image space.

If the currently unrojectc-d correspoudr-ncos arr- correct, then the segment corresponding

to the primitivo ill qur-st.io n must bp locat(~d at l.lu- predicted position on the image plane

or be occluded by SOIn(\ interpose-d su rf'aco. III the ahscn ce of congruencies among the HCg

ments within t.he modr-l, Llu: ability to p rcd irL position can accelerate a recognition pro

gram to a. worst ("asp Lim« Lhat is linear in l.hr- n umber of segments. In principle, recogni-

tion (even in the casr- of polyhodr.i] rcqu irr-s only Lho time to find the first three correct

correspondeurr-s (sinc(\ thf\ pose of t.hror- non-parallel planes cornpletely determines the

pose of a rigid body) plus the time to check that all other predicted correspondences are

either valid or explained by occlusion, ill tJl<\ sense of Cowan, 13011es, Hannah, and Her

sOIl.4 T'h is sugg(~sts that rr-cogu il.ion is a ()(n'1) problem in range imagery, if the segmenta

tion is «or rc-r t., if noi-«: (';til l)(~ IlP~lp('L(\d, alld if' l.h« compu tat.iou of in termediate POR(-\ dOPR

not dominate Lhe probh-m . In this paper, w« present a fast, noise tolerant technique for

compul.ing pOSP.

We are building: a prored ura.l r(\cogllitioll c-n viron uren t to facilitate the application of

a variety of a priori inf'orruat.ion toward til<' robust reduction of that initial estimate of

the image pOSP. hi that «nvirorunr-u t., il pro('(\dtlr;lllllod(\1 will he able to evaluate a par

tial list of cand ioatp ('orrpspondpncps (hi neti ngs) bot.woen S(~glll(lnts of the image and prim-
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itives of a static geometric version of t.h« same target rnodeJ. The evaluation routine

returns both tho global likelihood that t.h« ('111"1'('11(, list (and rnodel) is correct and a global

estimate of the POH(' of t.lu- imaged objcct.. '1"11(' procedural model can then use this esti

mate of the pose to navigate' in model :~-spa(~(~ and to map significant model points back

into the image plane, thorohy prpdict,ing t.h« location of other primitives.

2. R.elated work

Recently, 13011c and Cooper :i reported a technique for the maximum likelihood esti

mation of global pose frOIH (1) the' maximu m likelihood fits of a collection of segments, (2)

the correspondences between those segrnents and the primitives of a model, and (3) the

absolute geometry of the model prirnit.ives in the model coordinate system. They based

this technique on the obse-rvation that in t,J1P neighborhood of each local best fit, the

parametric dependence of th<' fitting ('1'1'01' is quadratic, This allowed the expression of

the likelihood of an arbitrary point in parameter space (near the minimum) as the

exponcn t.ial of a sum or q II ad raLi!' Lcrrns. I \y d('fi n i ng the parameter sets of all the seg

ments in terms of a siTlgl<, rigid mol-ion or thE' model, one can determine a global max

irnum likelihood esl.imat« or that, motion.

The technique is nm.rvr-lously gell(~ra1. It can bp used to optimally combine any local

measurements, consist.cut with any cort.ain glohal constraints. Any global transformation

(and the measurements it, PIIlhodi('s) «an he' opl.ima.lly defined by relating all modelj'dnta

pairs simu lt.anr-ouslv and min imiz iru; (,11<, parallt('Lric d('J)('llClpIH'P of t,hp resulting comhiua

t.ion of local errors.
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In Holle and (~oo~)('r's Iormulation, Lho 1110<1('1 is defined absolutely in its own coordi-

nate system, ~O til at. 1,11(\ tJ n k flown t,raTl~ror"lation (a rigid motion) enters the problem

explicitly and ill a nou li ru-ar way. F'lJrLllc'rlllorc, the rotation part of the rigid motion

itself (and all a.pproxi mat.ious to it ill th(' nonlinear opt.imiz.ation search) must be

prevented Irorn sLr('t,('hilq.~, shvatina, or ol.lu-r wis« distorting itR argument. This intro-

duces into tho calculatioll all add il.iou non liuoar it.y, ci t.her rwit.h the six constraints of

ort.hogonulity for a :~ by ~~ rol.al.iou tnal.ri x or with the Lie-group-theoretic exponential

mat.r ix rpprpsPTltaLioll 7 for Llu- rot.a l.ious d('scriIH'd by 1~'atJgpra~, Aynche, and Faverjon .

F'augeras, Av ar h«, and li'averjoll J'('('(\IILly7 dvvisvd a related nonlinear optimization

technique for autonomous navigation. Thr-v developed a complete signal processing

approach for LlH~ r('al l.i mo c-st.imul.iou of' Lh(' «u rrunt pose of a rnobile robot in a static

cn v iron mcn t.. Th is approach opl.ima.llv com hinos Lhree sources of noisy data: (1) esti-

mates of the angu IDr locations of irnaaed Ioaturcs such as sharp edges which can be

tracked in a v idr-o S('qll('Il<'('; (2) f'stilllaLc's of LIl(\ rigid motion of the rnobile robot between

image Frames: and (;~) an initial esf.imal«: of' t.h« POs(~ of tho robot.

In this Ior rn n la.Lio u also, constraints an' im posod 011 the' local observations by rr-lal.ing

them to the model ill its OWIl coordina(,(' systern. III this case, however, the rnodel

specification is (\xquisiL(\ly sirupl«: only that Llu' mode-l (the cu vironrnenl.] may not change

ill its own Iraru«. 'I'h is sillgh, con d it.iou call hc' us('d to d(·'si~1l a. Kahuan filter to opt.imallv

model the noise in 1,1)(1 daL;) seqIJPllC'PS. As iLs sLaL(I, titE' li ltrr mnint.ains the current rigid

Li II I r·(,I.'l.f,c',s tll(' I)()SC' 0[' f,lt(1 1'(1)01, In l.I,c' S('('IHI. wh ic h IS r('gardpd as ;1 li xr-d1l10,IOn .n at.

f I I I' t 'I'II·',L.' ',L' ·,(lc','·1 l'or naviuat.ion 111 an unknown st.a t.irarrnngvmcnt () () )s('rv('( ('a ,lJrps. ,., ,., I h
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scene, and t.he authors st,at,(, that, l.hr-v can adapt the technique to detect [presumably

small] changes in tIl<' H(,PJl('.

III that work, Fall ~('ras, Ava« he, all d II'av(\rjon 7 do not sp(~ci fy a priori know ledgf'

about Llu- scene. Th« c·orr('sporHh'II('('S us('d art' lx-t.wcou id('utical features ill successivr

Frames of a video sequeuru. Complex g('oll)(~f,rical relations between different parts or th«

model [scene] are not readily incorporatr-d iul.o that, approach. That solution to the navi

gation problem is t.hcrc-Ioro not su it.ablr- to objr-cl. rocognition applications, in which an

object is identified by t.h« rolat.ivo goomot.rv or its primitives. Furt.hermore, that system is

designed to update the «stirnatc of the rohof,'s poso along a trajectory of small changes. It

is not intended to dcterrniur- a complete-ly unknown pose without an initial estimate. The

analytic representation 0(' rotations introduced in that work could be applied to S11Ch a

determination, though it. would also require' nonlinear opt.imizal.ion.

3. Two NU bpr-ob lern ss P()S(~ a n d nL

We separate t.hr- prohlr-m of glohal POS(' dPt,('l'Jllination into (I) determining the glo

bally optimal fit of the' model to Lhc data, and (2) determining the rigid motion that car

ries the model from its standard franu- of' HIH'c'ili('aLion (,0 that bpsL fit in the image frame.

In sections I{ and 5, we solve t.h« fi rsf. SlJ hprohlcrn for the case of planes. It is the solu

tion of a linear sysl.om that <1t'li(}(\s the' min i ruu m of a sum of quadratic expressions. 1'11('

resulting globally opt.imal nt, is an adj lISLll1(~11 f, 1'01' t.h« locally optimal fit of each segrncn t.,

These adjustments to th« original minim» af'(' of' first order in thp constraints imposed hy

the model. Th is is t.ho S;t 11)(' orrh-r as thp adj uxl.nu-n f,s to l.ho local ly opt.imal fits implirit in
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the global optimisation of Holle and Cooper, which also minimizes a similar sum of qua

dratic variations of Lhe error around the local optima. In this sense, our calculation is

identical to theirs.

Rigid motion manipulations enter our computation only in the second subproblem.

In the first step, the local segment fi ts were adj usted to conform with the model to first

order. And to that same order of accuracy, any conveniently chosen set of adjusted seg

ments determines the global pose. In section 6, we calculate the pose of planar polyhedra

by simple linear algebra without the imposition of orthogonality constraints on the rota

tion part of the transformation.

In section 7, we show that the analysis of quadric polyhedra is very similar to the

analysis of planar polyhedra, and WP prosen L only the modifications.

We regard our approach as a reformulation of Bolle and Cooper's work. However

ours is perforrned entirely in the image coordinate system, where it is valid to treat the

small errors in tho local fits to first order. We also express the model constraints in a

coordinate invariant form as pairwise relations between primitives. This difference allows

us to avoid the «otnp k-xi t.ics of rigid mol.ion manipulations while we are fitting the image.

Other differences are mont.ioned in section H.

4. Locally optimal fit of polyhedra

The eigensystern doser ipf.ion of non int.c-r.ut.i ng planar fits to segments of data has a

fami liar in tu iti vo in t,('rprpt,ation. Th« (,i~('JI V('(' L()I'~ a 1'(-' f.hr- normals of certain planes an d

the eigenvalues are t.h« assor iatod surn-squnrod e-rrors of the fit. We therefore introduce
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the perturbation theoretic calculation of pose in terms of polyhedral objects. The appli-

cation to quadric polyhedra, while more in tcreal.ing , is formally so similar that we may

refer to the same equations in th« su bsequou L analysis of quadric polyhedra.

Consider one planar segment of data Irorn a range image. It is (or defines) a collec-

tion of N 3-vectors,

i N

and the 4-vpctor f'unr-t.ion

r 1

and the coefficient vector

v·1 (4.1)

lY == ( ad, bx' by, bz )T , (4.2)

which we have partitionvd into the) sub vector a (a scalar for planes which will specify a

distance from the origin) and the sub vector b (which defines the normal of the plane).

We take the b part of (~ (,0 havo unit lcngt.h and use the constraint matrix

1\' == diag ( 0, 1, 1, 1 ) ,

to write that condition ill terms of (X

(YT If Ci = hT b == 1 .

Now ex represents a plane ana the data vector Vi is on that plane if

v2,T(Y == 0 . (4 .4)

In general, there will exist no plane passing though all the points of the segment. We

define a sum square error for a plane lY as t,hp sum of the squares of the normal distances

from the data points t.o ;1 pla nr-

~ == (\'T S' (y , (4.,5)
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(4.6)

completely characterizes the segments ill l.he subspace of planes. We can define the

locally optimal plane as t.he one that minim izes this sum square error by finding the

extreme values of

(4.7)

(4.8)

where we have introduced the constraint with the Lagrange multiplier A, which will ulti-

mately assume the value of the sum squared error in the usual way.

The extreme values of ~' occur when

[
Baa S'ab I [a 1 [0 I
.'ibn 8 bb b = X. Kbb b '

where we have written the a and b parts of (~ explicitly and partitioned S into parts asso-

ciated with those parts: Baa is the upper left I X 1 part of Sand Sab is the upper right

lx3 part, and so forth. For planar fits, /(blJ is simply the :~X~ identity matrix and could

be suppressed. However the subsequent analysis for quadric primitives, in section 7,

differs in this point, so we have written 1< hh lu-re to facilitate that presentation. We have

omitted the term containing the first 1 x 1 part of the constraint matrix K because it van-

ishes.

We can solve the preceding partitioned «qual.ion with

(1.9)

where the scalar r('clpro(';l! of' ''''''(lll. will hC'('OIlH' :t mul.r ix m vr-rs« for thp case of quad r ics.

The unknown b suLixlir-s tll(, (~ig('f)S.Y~t(,lll «qu al.ion
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where the covariance II is

lib Ab , (4.10)

II :-= ,Sbb .~'ba,c.;aa I l5ab . (4.11)

For planes, this eigensystem comprises three eigenvalues Ae and their associated eigenvec-

tors be. This is useful :l since the smallesl eigenvalue (which we will refer to as AI)

identifies the best local f t to the segrnen l.,

The sum squared fit, error for an arbitrary plane

IS

u = [~I ' (4.12)

I~' == A T b'aa A + 211 T ,,",ab H + BT lc;bb IJ , (4. 13)

where we have used capital A and l-l to indicate the a and b parts of an arbitrary o , This

expression can be simplified by using equation 4.11 to write Sbb in terms of H and by

writing the arbitrary A as it deviation, l)A, from the special value defined by Band equa-

tion 4.9

J1 == ,')an I .'-,'ab R + 8A .

With these substitutions, the sum squared fit, error becomes

(4.14)

(4.15)

The second term is Lho error resulting from a rotation of the plane from the optimal

orientation. The first terril is the error resulting Irorn a displacement of the plane from the

value that is optimal for thp given /1.

We can resolve
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:~

B == 2: ce be'
r .r: I

in terms of the fitting eigPIlsystcll1 of thp segment, with the coefficients

(),. == bt:- IJ , (' == I ,2, ~~ ,

and rewrite the error

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The total error incurred by fitting M arbitrary planes to M segments is the sum of

M such contributions. The bosf. zeroth ordr-r fit to such a collection is the list of local

optima, the e = 1 t.orrns. In th~ neigh borhood of this zeroth order fit, the additional error

incurred derives from the other two values of e. Bolle and Cooper 3 observed this, and

the reader is ref'errr-d to their excr-lk-nt account for planar tits. However,Bolle and Cooper

did not address in LIH'ir re-port. Lh« possiblo app lical.ion of «igonsystern analysis to general

quadric fits. Nor did Lhey note that Llu- constraints imposed on the local optima by the

model could be expressed ill terms of t.hos« local eigensystems, When expressed in terms

of eigensystems, the «onstrain ts are not only view-invariant, but are also small in the

sense that they only weakly perturb the local opt.irna. The advantage gained is the possi-

bility of obt.ain ing a good solution for global POSt) from a linearization of the problem.

6. (;Iobally opt irnal fit

To find th« total fit. e-rror over all S('gIIH'IILs for a «o ller tiou of arbitrary planes, \\'(\

addar.agran g(-' tor rn ('OJlSt.ra ill i II g til (\ ;111 g 1< 's t )('1. W(\(' fl pai rs of titt.in g planes to eqn al thf'

angles between corrpSI)()lldiTlg plall(\s in t.11(' 'I)()d('1. For simp licif.y, we consider only tho

angular constraints imposed by th« modo] 011 the local optima; only the orientations of
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the local fits aTP affp('tpd. With no d ist.ance constraints, the globally optimal planar fits to

the segments arc 110t, translat,(\d from their locally optimal disl.anve Irorn the origin. By

construction, the first term of equation ,1. JR vanishes for such an optimal distance,

because SA = O. Th is allows us to write the local r-rror for segment k as:

:~

Hk = ~ Akr (/k~ •
(' I

(5.1 )

The incorporation of constraints on the relative displacements between planes is similar

to angu lar constraints f'XC(\pt ill one respect" which Wf' discuss in section 8.

6.1. The model planes

We now introduce a model polyhedron comprised of L ~M plane primitives of the

form of equation 4.2 in SOIT}(.) convenlent JJ1od~1 coordinate system. We assume that this is

the correct model and that the M segments together arc an instance of this model. We

assume that the correspondence between segments and primitives is given and simply

label the primitives with the corresponding seglTlenL number k, 80 that

0.1" = 0 , k=l,··· ,M<L (5.2)

where v=(l,x,y,z)T is any point belonging to the k lh model plane and {lJc is the pararne-

ter vector defining thr- primitive plane in the model frame

(5.3)

and nkT =(nkx,nky,nkz) is a vector normal to l.hr- primitive. We assume Uk is normalized

(just as were the coefficient vectors defining the scgrnent fits of section 4), so that their b

parts have unit length
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T L' T
(~k n (~k == nk 1tk -:-.-: I , k == 1, . . . ,M .

This form will apply to quadric models; only the values and dimensions will differ.

(6.4)

6.2. The constraint lm poaed by the model p la ncs on the fitting planes

With this norrnalization, the inner product nkT nk' is a view-invariant (or frame-

invariant or scalar) property of the mode-l. For planes, it is the cosine of the angle

between the two planes. There are (A4 lr~ such scalars (half that many distinct ones)

that together determine «very angle in tho model: the angle between every distinct pair of

rnodel planes. We rr-quire the globally optimal fit to the data to obey

HkTIJk , == nkTnk', k,k'=-1,2,···,M, k=t=k', (5.5)

where Bk defines the arbitrary plane fit to the k th segment so that Bk
T Bk , is the cosine of

the angle between f t k and k'. We therefore seek the M fitting planes defined by the 3M

coefficients eke that minimize the total error and that obey

3
~ (/kp(/"k'ebk~bk'e nkTuk', k,k'==1,2,··· ,M , k=l=k' , (5.6)

P -- I

T . . t II,· f t I k th t. wi t h th k d hwhere bke bk'f' IS the doL product, of L H' e ('I~('nvP('tors 0 1P segrnen WI e «

T . · I h k lh. d k dh .. t·segment, just as Uk 11k' IS the dot product. of Lho norma s of L (\, an prrrm IVP

planes of the mode-l.

6.3. The exact systern

We define an augmented total error F hy add ing the constraint term to the sum of

local errors.

(.s.7)
:~

~ 2: f-L kk ' bk~ bk ' t' ' (/k,' (,1k , r ' ,

k,k' I'",' I

/; :' k'

"I" .z: 2: }~lk

k

The constraints are th(' usual (M I)~ La~r;'l1g(\ mult.ipticrs f-Lkk'· Now we would like to
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solve the 3M equations

(5.R)== () , k:-:: I, . · . ,1\1 , e == 1,2,3
aI"~

iJ (}kfl

Unfortunately, smce both t.ho f.L'H and t.h« (,n~ are unknown, the Lagrange terms arc

cubic, and the simultanoous system, equation .'>.8, is quadratic.

6.4. Linearization of the sy at.ern

When tll(' locally opl.imal lil.s art' good and Llu- sr-gments are well represented by the

first eigenvectors of t.hei r pigpnsyst,prns, t.hou l.h« S0t,

(,'k 1== 1 , (}k2== ()k:~==- 0 , k = 1,2, . · . ,M ,

is close to the global opt.ima.l set.

(5.9)

We therefore write Lhr- globally opl.imal 11k as the locally optimal Bk with small

corrections: Ck 1 == 1 and ()k2' ()k3 small. Note that, this preserves the normalization of Rk

to first order since the correction is orthogonal to the local optimum. The equations of

constraint are, to first orrlr-r ,

~ bk~bk'f'()k't., +
e' :-.:2,3

" bTb c~ kf' k'l 'kr
,':- 2,3

(5.10)

where the b '8 and n 's aro known.

6.6. The linear solution

To the first order, t.ho solution iR

(5.1 t)

where the J.1kk' are dot.or m i 11<,<1 hy SII hsti ttl Li11 g l.h is rosu 11, into t.he (A1- L)2 equations con-

straining the ()kf· Sinc« t.ho const.ra.in t.s arr: svuuuel.rie , we may take J.Lkk' = J.Lk'k, which
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[ Af I= -M(~ --1)

linear equations with the same number of un knowns. The solution is unique and defines

the global fit. From this solution the total fit error can easily be calculated. A small fit

error verifies a set. of rorrospondcnces bot.woon segments and primitives. A large error

means that either tho correspondences are incorrect or the model does not identify the

imaged object. The pose of the object call also hp calculated, as section 6 illustrates.

6.6. Summary of eorrcep t,

At this point, we summarize for the readers the two fundamental principles underly-

ing this theory.

Principle 1:

The surfaces of the trnaqe are constrained to have the same pairwise angular relationship

as the corresponding surjac es in the model. The constraint imposed In equation 5.5

guarantees this.

Principle 2:

There exists a riqid motion iohich. carries eacli surface into almost exact coincidence with

the corresponding image surface. Ther ejorr, the mirumrzinq eigenvector 0/ the fit will

align very closely uiit]i the normal of/he rorr cspondinq model surjac c, In equation .5.9, we

use this assu rupl.io n to find ;1 linc-n r so lu f.ion 10 f Il<' p rohlr-m. In S(lCt,iOll 6, we dcl.ormino

the rigid motion.
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6. Determination of the global pose front the adjusted fit

The pose can be calcu latod to first order hy determining first the rotation that takes

three orthonormal vectors ill tho model frnruo to three corresponding unit vectors in the

image frame. W(~ construct, thp first, Het from Lhro« convenient model primitives, e.g. the

first, nt, the projection of' n2 orthogonal to 71,1' and the cross product of those two

f M == n 1 , (6.1 )

T
11.2 ?t.nt n2

(6.2)gM = ----
I (ni n2)2

hM == fJv!xYM (6.3)

From the eke, the globally adjusted segrnent fits can be calculated from correspond-

ing segments

f I == 1/1 ,

H2 IJ ]/J ~ 8 2

T 2(13 1 1J2)

hJ == fJXg f ,

where Bk is the glohally adjusted fit for the k th segment

:J

L c: bkf'
e I

Then the linear transforrna t.ion

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

IS the desired rotation which carries any linear combination of the model bases,

The remaining translation «au he foulld by idpntifying a point in the model frame

view-invariantly, say as t,1l(~ in terser-Lion of Lho first three model planes, which is the
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dk + nkx™ + nkyYM +. nkz''":M == 0 , k-=-1,2,3 ,

and the point in the image fr arne defined by the corresponding system

.:1 k + IJkT .r1 + IJky YI -+ 1/kz J:J := 0 , k == 1,2,;~ ,

where the a part of' l.he a.dj usted fit. is

:1

.A k == ~ (·'k,' (J.kt' ,
I

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

and ake is the a part of t.he fit associated with t.he e tit eigenvector of the k th segment by

equation 4.9 with the .'-,' subrnat.rices for Lho k th segment. If we choose the convention that

the translation T is to be applied after the rotation, then the correct T must carry every

model point to the cor respond ing image point. In particular, it must satisfy

so that

The choice of segrnr-n ts is not critical, since all have been adjusted to conform exactly

with th« model to first order. Intuitively, those segments that are the least adjusted by

the global optimization should be somewhat better. Segments with very poor local fits

should be avoided in th« dr-Lcr minat.ion of It. and 7'. In addition, no two of the three seg-

ments used to fix a point for the calculation of T should be even nearly parallel. Other-

wise t.hcre appears to h(' lit,t,IC' jlJHLifi('atioJl [or :1 IJlOfP sophisticatf'd deterrninat.ion of /1
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The formal analysis of' quadric primitives and segments is almost identical to the

preceding presentation. For the ~-vedor in equation 4.1 associated with the ilk point of a

segment we now use the Ifl-vector function

2 2 2 )T
Vi -=: ( I, :ri' Yi' z., :Ci ' Yi , Z,. , 11.. Zi t Zi Xi' Xi Yi

111 the definition of 1') ill equation tI.!:). The pararneter vector is still partitioned in the

same way, bu t has now a ,1 X I a part,

(7.1 )

which specifies the constant and linear terms of a quadric function instead of simply the

constant distance for planes, and a 6 X I b part

(7.2)

which specifies the pure' and mixed quadratic tr-rms. Similarly, lc.;;aa of the partitioned s~g-

ment scatter mat.rix in oquation 4.R becomes a 4 X 4 subrnatrix, Bah becomes a 4 X 6 sub-

matrix, and so forth. Tho Ii nal d illcrcucc i~ the' constraint matrix K, which is still diago-

nal, but partitions into a vanishing 4x4 upper left submatrix and a 6x6 submatrix,

Kbb = diag( 1, 1, 1, 1-, 1-, 2
1

) ,
2 2

(7.3)

in the lower right. This particular view-invariant constraint on the quadric fit was sug-

gested by Faugeras, et al. fi aud examined in more detail 8 by Groshong. Some such con-

straint is necessary to cxr lud« tho trivial solul.iou of a null pnramr-ter vector during the

minimization of the error for Lhe H('J4llH~nt. This particular constraint has the added

benefit of excluding sirnpk- planar fiLs (d(\J.;{\rl<\r:IL(\ quadri(,s) also. Wf' have exercised ~

this formalism thoroughly and HtI(,cPsHfully with svnthel.u: images of spheres, cones,
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cylinders, and general ellipaoids. The most serious reservation if! that the segment must

contain at least 100 points and must have a diameter that is on the order of the important

lengths of the quadric section. We refer the reader to these reports 8,5 for further infor-

mation.

The chief formal consequence of this new Kbb IS that equation 4.10 must be

transformed into

H' Ab'

where

and the 6x6 diagonal matrix

H' " T TfJ , b' = Jb , (7.5)

./ = Kbi/' = diag( I, I, I, V2, Y2, V2) (7.6)

so that K bb = J- 2• This recovers the form of a simple symmetric eigenvalue problem. This

transformation must also be applied to the representation of the primitives, but with this

change, the remaining treatment of planes applies to quadric fitting and quadric con-

straints. The primitives are represented by JO-vectors and are normalized as before to

have unit b parts (in the transformed space, which amounts to (XT K a= 1 in the original

space.) The b part of the k l h rnodel primiti vc is nk and is now a 6-vector. The dot pro-

ducts between pairs of primitives are now sums over all six components. They no longer

have interpretations so simple as the eosine of the angle between planes, but they still

represent the invariant properties of the model and are used the same way. Of course, the

upper limit on all other sums over the Pig0flsyst,('rn index, e. is also increased from e == 3 to

e =6.
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Finally, the dctorm inal.ion of the POSf' [rom the adjusted fit will be substantially

different for quadrics, but it is still algebraic and elementary. Some of this calculation can

be found in Hemler. ~)

8. Discussion

In addition to t.lu- ox ploitat.ion of t.he eut.ir« eigensystem of the segment fits and the

expression of th« mode-l ill a viow-in var ia.n t Ior m , there are several other differences

between our approach and that of Holle and C~()oper.:l We use general quadrics instead of

restricting the form of the fi tting functions to cylinders and spheres. Their additional res

triction gives tighter fitH to segments that, are of fixed "optima]" size. We assume a prob

lem domain with primitives large enough for a connected component analysis to produce

segments typically containing a few hundred pixels. In this domain, our general quadric

fits to synthetic data yield axis diroe tions and sornimajor axis lengths within a few percent

of the correct values. 'I'h is is cortainly within the power of a first order analysis. For qua

dries, the pairwise constraints correct small errors in the relative magnitudes of the sem

imajor axis lengths just as they correct small errors in axis orientation (which was the

only effect in the case of planes).

An important omission from this presentation is the treatment of distance con

straints. Bolle and Cooper do include displacomr-nt constraints, which are formally similar

to rotat.ioual constraints in t.hr-ir LreaLflH\III.. IJI our LrpaLIlH\llt or planes, distance con

straints involve a four spgnH~nt interart.ion illst(\ad of t.he two scgrncnt interaction of tho

preceding section, but, are analogous otherwise. <lliadrics can also he treated with a f011r

segment interaction, hut, rnay yield to simpler constraints. We are currently studying this
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Finally, Bolle and Cooper 3 arrive at their technique by considering the likelihood of

the fit, given the dat.a. Ultimately, they min iruize the logarithm of the probability of the

data. This quadratic log probability is tho RUIn square error that we minimize in this

paper. We prefer to consider the problem in terms of sum square error, but clearly each

view affords its own useful insight.
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